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Abstract
Nichols algebras are a fundamental building block of pointed Hopf algebras. Part
of the classification program of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras with the
lifting method of Andruskiewitsch and Schneider is the determination of the liftings,
i.e., all possible deformations of a given Nichols algebra. Based on recent work
of Heckenberger about Nichols algebras of diagonal type we compute explicitly the
liftings of
• all Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix of type A2,
• some Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix of type B2, and
• some Nichols algebras of two Weyl equivalence classes of non-standard type
giving new classes of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras.
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Introduction
At the moment the most promissing general method for the classification of finite-dimen-
sional pointed Hopf algebras is the lifting method developed by Andruskiewitsch and
Schneider [3]: Given a finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebra A with coradical A0 = k[Γ]
and abelian group of group-like elements Γ = G(A). Then we can decompose its associated
graded Hopf algebra into a smash product gr(A) ∼= B#k[Γ] where B is a braided Hopf
algebra. The subalgebra of B generated by its primitive elements V := P (B) is a Nichols
algebra B(V ). Now the classification is carried out in three steps:
(1) Show that B = B(V ).
(2) Determine the structure of B(V ).
(3) Lifting : Determine the liftings of B(V ), i.e., all Hopf algebras A such that gr(A) ∼=
B(V )#k[Γ].
Many classification results in special situations were obtained in this way [3, 5, 4, 12, 13].
The most impressive result obtained by this method by Andruskiewitsch und Schneider [7]
is the classification of all finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras where the prime divisors
of the order of the abelian group Γ are > 7. In this case the diagonal braiding of V is of
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Cartan type and the Hopf algebras are generalized versions of small quantum groups. The
classification when the braiding is not of Cartan type or the divisors of the order of Γ are
≤ 7 is still an open problem. Also the case where Γ is not abelian is widely open and of
different nature, e.g., the defining relations have another form [20, 2].
Concerning (2), Heckenberger recently showed that Nichols algebras of diagonal type
have a close connection to semi-simple Lie algebras, namely he introduces a Weyl groupoid
[16], Weyl equivalence [15] and an arithmetic root system [18, 14] for Nichols algebras.
With the help of these concepts he classifies the diagonal braidings of V such that the
Nichols algebra B(V ) has a finite set of PBW generators [19]. Moreover, he determines
the structure of all rank two Nichols algebras in terms of generators and relations [17].
This is the starting point of our work which addresses to step (3) of the program,
namely the lifting in the cases not treated in [7]. As said before, we lift Nichols algebras of
diagonal type with Cartan matrix of type A2 in Theorem 5.9, with Cartan matrix of type
B2 in Theorem 5.13, and of non-standard type in Theorem 5.17: When lifting arbitrary
diagonal Nichols algebras, new phenomena occur: In the setting of [7] there are only
three types of defining relations, namely the Serre relations, the linking relations and the
root vector relations. The algebraic structure in the general setting is more complicated:
Firstly, the Serre relations do not play the outstanding role. Other relations are needed
and sometimes the Serre relations are redundant; we give a complete answer for the Serre
relations in Lemma 5.6. Secondly, in general the lifted relations from the Nichols algebra
do not remain in the group algebra.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we recall the basic notions of Nichols
algebras of diagonal type, taking into account the recent developement by Heckenberger.
Then in Section 2 the general calculus for q-commutators in an arbitrary algebra of [21, 23]
is presented. Section 3 contains the theory of Lyndon words, super letters and super words.
Crucial for the lifting is the knowledge of a “good” presentation of the Nichols algebra and
its liftings, in terms of generators and (non-redundant) relations: Section 4 repeats the
result of [22]; further some new formulas for coproducts are developed. We then formulate
the main results about the liftings in Section 5. We explain our method in Section 5.1.
Throughout the paper k will be a field, all vector spaces will be over k, and all tensor
products are taken over k.
1 Nichols algebras
We want to define Nichols algebras in the category ΓΓYD of Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over
an abelian group Γ, not necessarily finite. Our main reference is the survey article [6,
Sect. 1,2].
1.1 Yetter-Drinfel’d modules of diagonal type
The category ΓΓYD of (left-left) Yetter-Drinfel’d modules over the Hopf algebra k[Γ] is the
category of left k[Γ]-modules which are Γ-graded vector spaces V =
⊕
g∈Γ Vg such that
each Vg is stable under the action of Γ, i.e., h · v ∈ Vg for all h ∈ Γ, v ∈ Vg. The
Γ-grading is equivalent to a left k[Γ]-comodule structure δ : V → k[Γ]⊗V : One can define
δ or the other way round Vg by the equivalence δ(v) = g⊗ v ⇐⇒ v ∈ Vg for all g ∈ Γ. The
morphisms of ΓΓYD are the Γ-linear maps f : V →W with f(Vg) ⊂Wg for all g ∈ Γ.
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We consider the following monoidal structure on ΓΓYD: If V,W ∈
Γ
ΓYD, then also
V ⊗W ∈ ΓΓYD by
g · (v ⊗ w) := (g · v)⊗ (g · w) and (V ⊗W )g :=
⊕
hk=g
Vh ⊗Wk
for v ∈ V, w ∈ W and g ∈ Γ. The braiding in ΓΓYD is the isomorphism
c = cV,W : V ⊗W →W ⊗ V, c(v ⊗ w) := (g · w)⊗ v
for all v ∈ Vg, g ∈ Γ, w ∈ W . Thus every V ∈
Γ
ΓYD is a braided vector space (V, cV,V ).
We have the following important example: For a group Γ we denote by Γ̂ the character
group of all group homomorphisms from Γ to the multiplicative group k×.
Definition 1.1. Let V ∈ ΓΓYD. If there is a basis xi, i ∈ I, of V and gi ∈ Γ, χi ∈ Γ̂ for all
i ∈ I such that
g · xi = χi(g)xi and xi ∈ Vgi,
then we say V is of diagonal type.
Note that if k is algebraically closed of characteristic 0 and Γ is finite, then any finite-
dimensional V ∈ ΓΓYD is of diagonal type.
For the braiding we have c(xi⊗xj) = χj(gi)xj ⊗xi for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ. Hence the braiding
is determined by the so-called braiding matrix of V
(qij)1≤i,j≤θ := (χj(gi))1≤i,j≤θ.
1.2 Nichols algebras of diagonal type
Let V ∈ ΓΓYD. B is called a Nichols algebra of V , if
• B = ⊕n≥0B(n) is a graded braided Hopf algebra in
Γ
ΓYD,
• B(0) ∼= k,
• P (B) = B(1) ∼= V ,
• B is generated as an algebra by B(1).
Any two Nichols algebras of V are isomorphic, thus we write B(V ) for “the” Nichols
algebra of V . One can construct the Nichols algebra in the following way: Let I denote
the sum of all ideals of T (V ) that are generated by homogeneous elements of degree ≥ 2
and that are also coideals. Then B(V ) ∼= T (V )/I. We say the Nichols algebra B(V ) is of
diagonal type, if V is of diagonal type.
1.3 Cartan matrices
A matrix (aij)1≤i,j≤θ ∈ Z
θ×θ is called a generalized Cartan matrix if for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ
• aii = 2,
• aij ≤ 0 if i 6= j,
• aij = 0⇒ aji = 0.
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Let B(V ) be a Nichols algebra of diagonal type. Recall that V resp. B(V ) with braiding
matrix (qij) is called of Cartan type, if there is a generalized Cartan matrix (aij) such that
qijqji = q
aij
ii .
Not every Nichols algebra is of Cartan type (see Example 1.3 and Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.5),
but still we have the following [16, Sect. 3]:
If B(V ) is finite-dimensional, then the matrix (aij) defined for all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ θ by
aii := 2 and aij := −min{r ∈ N | qijqjiq
r
ii = 1 or (r + 1)qii = 0}
is a generalized Cartan matrix fulfilling
qijqji = q
aij
ii or ordqii = 1− aij. (1.1)
We call (aij) the Cartan matrix associated to B(V ).
1.4 Weyl equivalence
Heckenberger introduced in [15, 16, Sect. 2] the notion of the Weyl groupoid and Weyl
equivalence of Nichols algebras of diagonal type. With the help of these concepts Heck-
enberger classified in a series of articles [18, 14, 19] all braiding matrices (qij) of diagonal
Nichols algebras with a finite set of PBW generators. We are concerned with the list of
rank 2 Nichols algebras given in the table [15, 18, Figure 1].
We want to recall the following: For diagonal B(V ) with braiding matrix (qij) we
associate a generalized Dynkin diagram: this is a graph with θ vertices, where the i-th
vertex is labeled with qii for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ; further, if qijqji 6= 1, then there is an edge
between the i-th and j-th vertex labeled with qijqji: Thus, if qijqji = 1 resp. qijqji 6= 1,
then we have
. . . ❤ ❤
qii qjj
. . . resp. . . . ❤ ❤
qii qijqji
qjj
. . .
So two Nichols algebras of the same rank θ with braiding matrix (qij) resp. (q
′
ij) have the
same generalized Dynkin diagram if and only if they are twist equivalent [6, Def. 3.8], i.e.,
for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ
qii = q
′
ii and qijqji = q
′
ijq
′
ji.
Definition 1.2. Let 1 ≤ k ≤ θ be fixed and B(V ) finite-dimensional with braiding matrix
(qij) and Cartan matrix (aij). We call (q
(k)
ij ) defined by
q
(k)
ij := qijq
−akj
ik q
−aki
kj q
akiakj
kk
the at the vertex k reflected braiding matrix.
Two Nichols algebras with braiding matrix (qij) resp. (q
′
ij) are called Weyl equivalent, if
there are m ≥ 1, 1 ≤ k1, . . . , km ≤ θ such that the generalized Dynkin diagrams w.r.t. the
matrices
(
(. . . (q
(k1)
ij )
(k2) . . .)(km)
)
and (q′ij) coincide, i.e., one gets the Dynkin diagram of
(q′ij) by successive reflections of (qij).
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Example 1.3. The braiding matrix (qij) :=
(
q 1
q−1 −1
)
with q 6= 1 has the generalized
Dynkin diagram ❡ ❡
q q−1 −1and associated Cartan matrix (aij) =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
of type A2, since
q12q21 = q
−1
11 and ordq22 = 1 − (−1). Then the at the vertex 2 reflected braiding matrix
is (q′ij) := (q
(2)
ij ) =
(
−1 −1
−q −1
)
. Its Dynkin diagram is ❡ ❡
−1 q −1 and the associated Cartan
matrix is also of type A2. The two braiding matrices (qij) and (q
′
ij) are by definition Weyl
equivalent; they are twist equivalent if and only if q = −1. See also [15, 18, Figure 1]: row
3 if q 6= ±1 and row 2 if q = −1.
Remark 1.4.
1. Both twist equivalence and Weyl equivalence are equivalence relations, and twist
equivalent Nichols algebras are Weyl equivalent.
2. Weyl equivalent Nichols algebras have the same dimension and Gel’fand-Kirillov di-
mension [15, Prop. 1], but can have different associated Cartan matrices. If the whole
Weyl equivalence class has the same Cartan matrix, then the Nichols algebras of this
class are called of standard type [1, 8].
Examples 1.5. Let B(V ) be of rank 2. Then two Nichols algebras are Weyl equivalent if
and only if their generalized Dynkin diagrams appear in the same row of [15, 18, Figure 1]
and can be presented with the same set of fixed parameters [15].
1. B(V ) is of standard type, if and only if it appears in the rows 1–7, 11 or 12 of [15, 18,
Figure 1]. The Cartan matrices are
• ( 2 00 2 ) of type A1 × A1 of row 1,
•
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
of type A2 of rows 2 and 3,
•
(
2 −2
−1 2
)
of type B2 of rows 4–7, and
•
(
2 −3
−1 2
)
of type G2 of rows 11 and 12.
All Nichols algebras of type A1 × A1, A2 and some of B2 are lifted in Sections 5.2,
5.3, 5.4.
2. In the non-standard Weyl equivalence class of row 8 of [15, 18, Figure 1] the Cartan
matrices
•
(
2 −2
−2 2
)
of ❡ ❡
−ζ−2−ζ3 −ζ
2
,
•
(
2 −2
−1 2
)
of type B2 of ❡ ❡
−ζ−2ζ−1 −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ2 −ζ −1, and
•
(
2 −3
−1 2
)
of type G2 of ❡ ❡
−ζ3 ζ −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ3−ζ−1−1
appear. These Nichols algebras are lifted in Section 5.5. The same Cartan matrices
appear in row 9, where we lift the Nichols algebras corresponding to the last two
Dynkin diagrams.
2 q-commutator calculus
In this section let A denote an arbitrary algebra over a field k of characteristic char k = p ≥
0. The main result of this chapter is Proposition 2.1, which states important q-commutator
formulas in an arbitrary algebra.
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2.1 q-calculus
For every q ∈ k we define for n ∈ N and 0 ≤ i ≤ n the q-numbers (n)q := 1 + q +
q2 + . . . + qn−1, the q-factorials (n)q! := (1)q(2)q . . . (n)q, and the q-binomial coefficients(
n
i
)
q
:= (n)q !
(n−i)q !(i)q !
. Note that the latter right-handside is well-defined since it is a polynomial
over Z evaluated in q. We denote the multiplicative order of any q ∈ k× by ordq. If q ∈ k×
and n > 1, then(
n
i
)
q
= 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1⇐⇒
{
ordq = n, if char k = 0
pkordq = n with k ≥ 0, if char k = p > 0,
(2.1)
see [27, Cor. 2]. Moreover for 1 ≤ i ≤ n there are the q-Pascal identities
qi
(
n
i
)
q
+
(
n
i− 1
)
q
=
(
n
i
)
q
+ qn+1−i
(
n
i− 1
)
q
=
(
n + 1
i
)
q
, (2.2)
and the q-binomial theorem: For x, y ∈ A and q ∈ k× with yx = qxy we have
(x+ y)n =
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)
q
xiyn−i. (2.3)
Note that for q = 1 these are the usual notions.
2.2 q-commutators
Let θ ≥ 1, X = {x1, . . . , xθ}, 〈X〉 the free monoid and A = k〈X〉 the free k-algebra. For
an abelian group Γ let Γ̂ be the character group, g1, . . . , gθ ∈ Γ and χ1, . . . , χθ ∈ Γ̂. If we
define the two monoid maps
degΓ : 〈X〉 → Γ, degΓ(xi) := gi and degΓ̂ : 〈X〉 → Γ̂, degΓ̂(xi) := χi,
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ, then k〈X〉 is Γ- and Γ̂-graded. Let a ∈ k〈X〉 be Γ-homogeneous and
b ∈ k〈X〉 be Γ̂-homogeneous. We set
ga := degΓ(a), χb := degΓ̂(b), and qa,b := χb(ga).
Further we define k-linearly on k〈X〉 the q-commutator
[a, b] := [a, b]qa,b. (2.4)
Note that qa,b is a bicharacter on the homogeneous elements and depends only on the values
qij := χj(gi) with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ θ.
For example [x1, x2] = x1x2 − χ2(g1)x2x1 = x1x2 − q12x2x1. Further if a, b are Z
θ-
homogeneous they are both Γ- and Γ̂-homogeneous. In this case we can build iter-
ated q-commutators, like
[
x1, [x1, x2]
]
= x1[x1, x2] − χ1χ2(g1)[x1, x2]x1 = x1[x1, x2] −
q11q12[x1, x2]x1.
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Proposition 2.1. [23, Prop. 1.2] For all homogeneous a, b, c ∈ k〈X〉 and r ≥ 1 we have:
(1) q-derivation properties: [a, bc] = [a, b]c + qa,bb[a, c], [ab, c] = a[b, c] + qb,c[a, c]b.
(2) q-Jacobi identity:
[
[a, b], c
]
=
[
a, [b, c]
]
− qa,bb[a, c] + qb,c[a, c]b.
(3) q-Leibniz formulas:
[a, br] =
r−1∑
i=0
qia,b
(
r
i
)
qb,b
bi
[
. . .
[
[a, b], b
]
. . . , b︸ ︷︷ ︸
r−i
]
,
[ar, b] =
r−1∑
i=0
qia,b
(
r
i
)
qa,a
[
a, . . .
[
a, [a︸ ︷︷ ︸
r−i
, b]
]
. . .
]
ai.
(4) restricted q-Leibniz formulas: If char k = 0 and ordqb,b = r resp. ordqa,a = r, or
char k = p > 0 and pkordqb,bζ = r resp. p
kordqa,a = r, then
[a, br] =
[
. . .
[
[a, b], b
]
. . . , b︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
]
resp. [ar, b] =
[
a, . . .
[
a, [a︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, b]
]
. . .
]
.
3 Lyndon words and q-commutators
In this section we recall the theory of Lyndon words [25, 28] as far as we are concerned
and then introduce the notion of super letters and super words [24].
3.1 Words and the lexicographical order
Let θ ≥ 1, X = {x1, x2, . . . , xθ} be a finite totally ordered set by x1 < x2 < . . . < xθ,
and 〈X〉 the free monoid; we think of X as an alphabet and of 〈X〉 as the words in that
alphabet including the empty word 1. For a word u = xi1 . . . xin ∈ 〈X〉 we define ℓ(u) := n
and call it the length of u.
The lexicographical order ≤ on 〈X〉 is defined for u, v ∈ 〈X〉 by u < v if and only if
either v begins with u, i.e., v = uv′ for some v′ ∈ 〈X〉\{1}, or if there are w, u′, v′ ∈ 〈X〉,
xi, xj ∈ X such that u = wxiu
′, v = wxjv
′ and i < j. E.g., x1 < x1x2 < x2.
3.2 Lyndon words and the Shirshov decomposition
A word u ∈ 〈X〉 is called a Lyndon word if u 6= 1 and u is smaller than any of its proper
endings, i.e., for all v, w ∈ 〈X〉\{1} such that u = vw we have u < w. We denote by
L := {u ∈ 〈X〉 | u is a Lyndon word}
the set of all Lyndon words. For example X ⊂ L, but xni /∈ L for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ and n ≥ 2.
Also x1x2, x1x1x2, x1x2x2, x1x1x2x1x2 ∈ L.
For any u ∈ 〈X〉\X we call the decomposition u = vw with v, w ∈ 〈X〉\{1} such
that w is the minimal (with respect to the lexicographical order) ending the Shirshov
decomposition of the word u. We will write in this case
Sh(u) = (v|w).
E.g., Sh(x1x2) = (x1|x2), Sh(x1x1x2x1x2) = (x1x1x2|x1x2), Sh(x1x1x2) 6= (x1x1|x2). If
u ∈ L\X , this is equivalent to w is the longest proper ending of u such that w ∈ L.
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Definition 3.1. We call a subset L ⊂ L Shirshov closed if X ⊂ L, and for all u ∈ L with
Sh(u) = (v|w) also v, w ∈ L.
For example L is Shirshov closed, and if X = {x1, x2}, then {x1, x1x1x2, x2} is not
Shirshov closed, whereas {x1, x1x2, x1x1x2, x2} is.
3.3 Super letters and super words
Let the free algebra k〈X〉 be graded as in Section 2.2. For any u ∈ L we define recursively
on ℓ(u) the map
[ . ] : L → k〈X〉, u 7→ [u]. (3.1)
If ℓ(u) = 1, then set [xi] := xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ. Else if ℓ(u) > 1 and Sh(u) = (v|w)
we define [u] :=
[
[v], [w]
]
. This map is well-defined since inductively all [u] are Zθ-
homogeneous such that we can build iterated q-commutators; see Section 2.2. The elements
[u] ∈ k〈X〉 with u ∈ L are called super letters. E.g. [x1x1x2x1x2] =
[
[x1x1x2], [x1x2]
]
=[
[x1, [x1, x2]], [x1, x2]
]
. If L ⊂ L is Shirshov closed then the subset of k〈X〉
[L] :=
{
[u]
∣∣u ∈ L}
is a set of iterated q-commutators. Further [L] =
{
[u]
∣∣u ∈ L} is the set of all super letters
and the map [ . ] : L → [L] is a bijection, which follows from [22, Lem. 2.5]. Hence we can
define an order ≤ of the super letters [L] by
[u] < [v] :⇔ u < v,
thus [L] is a new alphabet containing the original alphabet X ; so the name “letter” makes
sense. Consequently, products of super letters are called super words. We denote
[L](N) :=
{
[u1] . . . [un]
∣∣n ∈ N, ui ∈ L}
the subset of k〈X〉 of all super words. Any super word has a unique factorization in super
letters [22, Prop. 2.6], hence we can define the lexicographical order on [L](N), as defined
above on regular words. We denote it also by ≤.
3.4 A well-founded ordering of super words
The length of a super word U = [u1][u2] . . . [un] ∈ [L]
(N) is defined as ℓ(U) := ℓ(u1u2 . . . un).
Definition 3.2. For U, V ∈ [L](N) we define U ≺ V by
• ℓ(U) < ℓ(V ), or
• ℓ(U) = ℓ(V ) and U > V lexicographically in [L](N).
This defines a total ordering of [L](N) with minimal element 1. As X is assumed to be
finite, there are only finitely many super letters of a given length. Hence every nonempty
subset of [L](N) has a minimal element, or equivalently,  fulfills the descending chain
condition:  is well-founded. This makes way for inductive proofs on .
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4 A class of pointed Hopf algebras
In this chapter we deal with a special class of pointed Hopf algebras. Let us recall the
notions and results of [24, Sect. 3]: A Hopf algebra A is called a character Hopf algebra if
it is generated as an algebra by elements a1, . . . , aθ and an abelian group G(A) = Γ of all
group-like elements such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ there are gi ∈ Γ and χi ∈ Γ̂ with
∆(ai) = ai ⊗ 1 + gi ⊗ ai and gai = χi(g)aig.
As mentioned in the introduction this covers a wide class of examples of Hopf algebras.
Theorem 4.1. [22, Thm. 3.4] If A is a character Hopf algebra, then
A ∼= (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/I,
where the smash product k〈X〉#k[Γ] and the ideal I are constructed in the following way:
4.1 The smash product k〈X〉#k[Γ]
Let k〈X〉 be Γ- and Γ̂-graded as in Section 2.2, and k[Γ] be endowed with the usual
bialgebra structure ∆(g) = g ⊗ g and ε(g) = 1 for all g ∈ Γ. Then we define
g · xi := χi(g)xi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
In this case, k〈X〉 is a k[Γ]-module algebra and we calculate gxi = χi(g)xig, gh = hg =
ε(g)hg in k〈X〉#k[Γ]. Thus xi ∈ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χi and k[Γ] ⊂ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])ε and in this
way k〈X〉#k[Γ] = ⊕
χ∈Γ̂(k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χ. This Γ̂-grading extends the Γ̂-grading of k〈X〉 in
Section 2.2 to k〈X〉#k[Γ]. Further k〈X〉#k[Γ] is a Hopf algebra with structure determined
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ and g ∈ Γ by
∆(xi) := xi ⊗ 1 + gi ⊗ xi and ∆(g) := g ⊗ g.
4.2 Ideals associated to Shirshov closed sets
In this subsection we fix a Shirshov closed L ⊂ L. We want to introduce the following
notation for an a ∈ k〈X〉#k[Γ] and W ∈ [L](N): We will write a ≺L W (resp. a L W ), if
a is a linear combination of
• U ∈ [L](N) with ℓ(U) = ℓ(W ), U > W (resp. U ≥W ), and
• V g with V ∈ [L](N), g ∈ Γ, ℓ(V ) < ℓ(W ).
Furthermore, we set for each u ∈ L either Nu := ∞ or Nu := ordqu,u (resp. Nu :=
pkordqu,u with k ≥ 0 if char k = p > 0) and we want to distinguish the following two sets
of words depending on L:
C(L) :=
{
w ∈ 〈X〉\L | ∃u, v ∈ L : w = uv, u < v, and Sh(w) = (u|v)
}
,
D(L) :=
{
u ∈ L | Nu <∞}.
Note that C(L) ⊂ L and D(L) ⊂ L ⊂ L are sets of Lyndon words. For example, if
L = {x1, x1x1x2, x1x2, x2}, then C(L) = {x1x1x1x2, x1x1x2x1x2, x1x2x2}.
Moreover, let cw ∈ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χw for all w ∈ C(L) such that cw ≺L [w]; and let
du ∈ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χ
Nu
u for all u ∈ D(L) such that du ≺L [u]
Nu . Then let I be the Γ̂-
homogeneous ideal of k〈X〉#k[Γ] generated by the following elements:
[w]− cw for all w ∈ C(L), (4.1)
[u]Nu − du for all u ∈ D(L). (4.2)
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4.3 Calculation of coproducts
Let in this section char k = 0. For any g ∈ Γ, χ ∈ Γ̂ we set
P χg := P
χ
g (A) := P1,g(A) ∩A
χ = {a ∈ A | ∆(a) = a⊗ 1 + g ⊗ a, ga = χ(g)ag}.
Although the following calculations are for k〈X〉#k[Γ], we can use the results in any
character Hopf algebra A by the canonical Hopf algebra map k〈X〉#k[Γ] → A. Assume
again the situation of Section 2.2.
Lemma 4.2. Let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ θ and r ≥ 1.
(1) If ordqii = N , then x
N
i ∈ P
χNi
gNi
.
(2) If qijqji = q
−(r−1)
ii and r ≤ ordqii, then [x
r
ixj ] ∈ P
χriχj
gri gj
.
(3) If qijqji = q
−(r−1)
jj and r ≤ ordqjj, then [xix
r
j ] ∈ P
χiχ
r
j
gig
r
j
.
Proof. (1) We have (gi⊗xi)(xi⊗ 1) = qii(xi⊗ 1)(gi⊗ xi) hence by Eq. (2.3) we obtain the
claim. For (2) and (3) see [4, Lem. A.1].
Next we want to examine certain coproducts in the special case when qii = −1 for a
1 ≤ i ≤ θ. Note that in the following two Lemmata we could write more generally i and j
with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ θ instead of 1 and 2:
Lemma 4.3. Let ordq12,12 = N .
(1) If q22 = −1, we have for the quotient (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/(x
2
2)
∆
(
[x1x2]
N
)
= [x1x2]
N ⊗ 1 + gN12 ⊗ [x1x2]
N
+ qN−12,12 (1− q12q21)[x1(x1x2)
N−1]g2 ⊗ x2.
(2) If q11 = −1, we have for the quotient (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/(x
2
1)
∆
(
[x1x2]
N
)
= [x1x2]
N ⊗ 1 + gN12 ⊗ [x1x2]
N
+ qN−11,12 (1− q12q21)x1g
N−1
12 g2 ⊗ [(x1x2)
N−1x2].
Proof. We calculate directly in k〈X〉#k[Γ]
∆([x1x2]) = [x1x2]⊗ 1 + (1− q12q21)x1g2 ⊗ x2 + g12 ⊗ [x1x2].
For α := (1 − q12q21), q := q12,12, U := [x1x2]⊗ 1, V := αx1g2 ⊗ x2 and W := g12 ⊗ [x1x2]
we have WU = qUW and
V U − qUV = αq2,12[x1x1x2]g2 ⊗ x2,
WV − qVW = αq12,1x1g12g2 ⊗ [x1x2x2].
We further set for r ≥ 1
[V ] := V, [V U r] := αqr2,12[x1(x1x2)
r]g2 ⊗ x2,
[W ] := W, [W rV ] := αqr1,12x1g
r
12g2 ⊗ [(x1x2)
rx2].
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(1) We have [x1x2x2] = [x1, x
2
2] = 0 by the restricted q-Leibniz formula and x
2
2 = 0.
Hence WU = qUW and WV = qV W . By Eq. (2.3) we have
∆([x1x2]
r) = (U + V +W )r = (U + V )r +W r.
We state for r ≥ 1
(U + V )r = U r +
r−1∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
U i[V U (r−1)−i],
from where the claim follows. This we prove by induction on r: For r = 1 the claim is
true. By induction assumption
(U + V )r+1 = (U + V )r(U + V )
= U r+1 +
r−1∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
U i[V U (r−1)−i]U + U rV +
r−1∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
U i[V U (r−1)−i]V,
where the last sum is zero since [V U (r−1)−i]V = . . .⊗ x22 = 0 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r− 1. Further
[V U (r−1)−i]U = αq
(r−1)−i
2,12 [x1(x1x2)
(r−1)−i]g2[x1x2]⊗ x2
= αqr−i2,12
(
[x1(x1x2)
r−i][x1x2]
+ q1,12q
(r−1)−i[x1x2][x1(x1x2)
(r−1)−i]
)
g2 ⊗ x2
= [V U r−i] + qr−iU [V U (r−1)−i].
Thus (U + V )r+1 =
= U r+1 +
r−1∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
U i[V U r−i] + U rV +
r−1∑
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
qr−iU i+1[V U (r−1)−i]
= U r+1 +
r∑
i=0
((
r
i
)
q
+
(
r
i−1
)
q
qr+1−i
)
U i[V U r−i],
by shifting the index of the second sum. Using Eq. (2.2) we get the desired formula.
(2) is proven analogously with the formula (V +W )r =W r +
∑r−1
i=0
(
r
i
)
q
[W (r−1)−iV ]V i.
A direct computation in k〈X〉#k[Γ] shows that
∆([x1x1x2x1x2]) = [x1x1x2x1x2]⊗ 1 + g
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ [x1x1x2x1x2]
+ α[x1x1x2]g1g2 ⊗ [x1x2]
+ (1− q12q21)
(
q21q22β[x1x1x1x2] + α[x1x1x2]x1
)
g2 ⊗ x2
+ (1− q12q21)(1− q11q12q21)x
2
1g1g
2
2
⊗
(
q11q21(1 + q11 − q
3
11q
2
12q
2
21q22)[x1x2x2] + αx2[x1x2]
)
+ q21(1− q12q21)
2(1− q11q12q21)(1− q
2
11q
2
12q
2
21q22)x
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ x
2
2
+ x1g
2
1g
2
2 ⊗
(
γ[x1x2]
2 + q211q21(1− q12q21)[x1x1x2x2]
)
,
with
α := (2)q11q11q12q21q22(1− q11q12q21) + 1− q
4
11q
3
12q
3
21q
2
22,
β := 1− q11q12q21 − q
2
11q
2
12q
2
21q22,
γ := q211q21q12(1− q12q21)(q22 − q11)
+ (2)q11(1− q11q12q21)(1− q
3
11q
2
12q
2
21q22).
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Lemma 4.4. Let q22 = −1. Then
α = (3)q12,12(1− q
2
11q12q21), β = (3)q12,12 , γ = (2)q11(3)q12,12(1− q
2
11q12q21).
As a consequence we have the following:
(1) If ordq12,12 = 3, then
∆([x1x1x2x1x2]) = [x1x1x2x1x2]⊗ 1 + g
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ [x1x1x2x1x2]
+ (1− q12q21)(1− q11q12q21)x
2
1g1g
2
2
⊗ q11q21(1 + q11 − q
3
11q
2
12q
2
21q22)[x1x2x2]
+ q21(1− q12q21)
2(1− q11q12q21)(1− q
2
11q
2
12q
2
21q22)x
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ x
2
2
+ x1g
2
1g
2
2 ⊗ q
2
11q21(1− q12q21)[x1x1x2x2].
Hence [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ31χ
2
2
g31g
2
2
in the quotient (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/(x22).
(2) If q12q21 = q
−2
11 and ordq11 = 3, then
∆([x1x1x2x1x2]) = [x1x1x2x1x2]⊗ 1 + g
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ [x1x1x2x1x2]
+ (1− q12q21)q21q22β[x1x1x1x2]g2 ⊗ x2
+ q21(1− q12q21)
2(1− q11q12q21)(1− q
2
11q
2
12q
2
21q22)x
3
1g
2
2 ⊗ x
2
2
+ x1g
2
1g
2
2 ⊗ q
2
11q21(1− q12q21)[x1x1x2x2].
Hence [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ31χ
2
2
g31g
2
2
in the quotients (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/(x22, [x1x1x1x2])
or (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/(x31, [x1x1x2x2]).
Proof. This is also a straightforward calculation using the following identities: Since q22 =
−1, we have [x1x2x2] = [x1, x
2
2] by the restricted q-Leibniz formula of Proposition 2.1, thus
[x1x1x2x2] =
[
x1, [x1x2x2]
]
=
[
x1, [x1, x
2
2]
]
. So we see that both are zero if x22 = 0. If
ordq11 = 3 analogously [x1x1x1x2] = [x
3
1, x2] = 0 for x
3
1 = 0.
We want to state some basic combinatorics on the gi’s and χi’s for later reference:
Lemma 4.5. Let 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ θ, 1 < N := ordqii <∞, and r ∈ Z. Then:
(1) χNi 6= χi.
(2) If qjj 6= 1, then χ
N
i 6= χj or g
N
i 6= gj.
(3) If χNi = ε, then q
N
ji = 1. Especially, if χ
2
i = ε, then qji = ±1.
(4) If qijqji = q
−(r−1)
ii and qjj 6= 1, then χ
r
iχj 6= χi.
(5) If qrii 6= 1, then χ
r
iχj 6= χj.
(6) If qijqji = q
−(r−1)
ii and χ
r
iχj = ε, then(
qii qij
qji qjj
)
=
(
qii q
−r
ii
qii q
−r
ii
)
.
Especially, if qjj = −1, then q
r
ii = −1 and N is even.
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Proof. (1) Assume χNi = χi. Hence q
N−1
ii = 1, a contradiction.
(2) If χNi = χj and g
N
i = gj, then 1 = q
N
ii = qij , q
N
ji = qjj, 1 = q
N
ii = qji and q
N
ij = qjj.
Hence qjj = qij = qji = 1.
(3) is clear.
(4) If χriχj = χi, then q
r−1
ii qij = 1, q
r−1
ji qjj = 1. We deduce qji = qjj = 1.
(5) If χriχj = χj, then q
r
ii = 1.
(6) We have qriiqij = 1, q
r
jiqjj = 1. Now the assumption implies the claim.
5 Lifting
We proceed as in [3, 5]: In this chapter let char k = 0 and A be a finite-dimensional pointed
Hopf algebra with abelian group of group-like elements G(A) = Γ and assume that the
associated graded Hopf algebra with respect to the coradical filtration is
gr(A) ∼= B(V )#k[Γ],
where V is of diagonal type of dimension dimk V = θ with basis X = {x1, . . . , xθ}. We will
always identify T (V ) ∼= k〈X〉. It is dimkA = dimk gr(A) = dimk B(V ) · |Γ|. In particular
B(V ) is finite-dimensional and we can associate a Cartan matrix as in Definition 1.1.
Definition 5.1. In this situation we say that A is a lifting of the Hopf algebra B(V )#k[Γ],
or simply of the Nichols algebra B(V ).
By [3, Lem. 5.4], we have that
P εg = k(1− g) for all g ∈ Γ, and if χ 6= ε, then
P χg 6= 0 ⇐⇒ g = gi, χ = χi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
(5.1)
Thus we can choose ai ∈ P
χi
gi
with residue class xi ∈ V#k[Γ] ∼= A1/A0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
Lemma 5.2. Let w ∈ C(L) and u ∈ D(L).
(1) (a) If qi,w 6= 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ θ, then χw 6= ε.
(b) If χw 6= ε and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ there are 1 ≤ j ≤ θ such that qj,w 6= qji or
qw,j 6= qij, then
P χwgw = 0.
(2) Let ordqu,u = Nu <∞.
(a) If qNui,u 6= 1 for some 1 ≤ i ≤ θ, then χ
Nu
u 6= ε.
(b) If χNuu 6= ε and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ there are 1 ≤ j ≤ θ such that q
Nu
j,u 6= qji or
qNuu,j 6= qij, then
P χ
Nu
u
g
Nu
u
= 0.
Proof. (1a) If χw = ε, then qi,w = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
(1b) Let χw 6= ε and P
χw
gw
6= 0, then χw = χi and gw = gi for some i by Eq. (5.1). Hence
qj,w = qji and qw,j = qij for all 1 ≤ j ≤ θ.
(2a) If χNuu = ε, then q
Nu
i,u = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
(2b) Let χNuu 6= ε and P
χ
Nu
u
g
Nu
u
6= 0, then χNuu = χi and g
Nu
u = gi for some i. Thus q
Nu
j,u = qji
and qNuu,j = qij for all 1 ≤ j ≤ θ.
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This and Eq. (5.1) motivate the following:
Definition 5.3. Let L ⊂ L. Then we define coefficients µu ∈ k for all u ∈ D(L), and
λw ∈ k for all w ∈ C(L) by
µu = 0, if g
Nu
u = 1 or χ
Nu
u 6= ε, λw = 0, if gw = 1 or χw 6= ε,
and otherwise they can be chosen arbitrarily.
5.1 General lifting procedure
Suppose we know the PBW basis [L] of B(V ), then a lifting A has the same PBW basis
[L]; see [29, Prop. 47]. Hence we know by Section 4 the structure of the ideal I such that
A ∼= (k〈X〉#k[Γ])/I.
Let us order the relations Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) of I, namely the two types
[w]− cw for w ∈ C(L) and [u]
Nu − du for u ∈ D(L),
with respect to ≺ by the leading super word [w] resp. [u]Nu. Yet we don’t know the
cw, du ∈ k〈X〉#k[Γ] explicitly; our general procedure to compute these elements is the
following, stated inductively on ≺:
• Suppose we know all relations ≺-smaller than [w] resp. [u]Nu .
• Then we determine a counterterm rw resp. su ∈ k〈X〉#k[Γ] such that
[w]− rw ∈ P
χw
gw
resp. [u]Nu − su ∈ P
χ
Nu
u
g
Nu
u
modulo the relations ≺-smaller than [w] resp. [u]Nu ; we conjecture that we can do
this in general (see below).
Further if χw 6= χi or gw 6= gi resp. χ
Nu
u 6= χi or g
Nu
u 6= gi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ, then by
Eq. (5.1) we get
cw = rw + λw(1− gw) resp. du = su + µu(1− g
Nu
u ). (5.2)
In order to formulate our conjecture, we define the following ideal: For any super word
U ∈ [L](N) let IU denote the ideal of k〈X〉#k[Γ] generated by the elements
[w]− cw for all w ∈ C(L) and [w] ≺ U,
[u]Nu − du for all u ∈ D(L) and [u]
Nu ≺ U.
Note that IU ⊂ I.
Conjecture 5.4. For all w ∈ C(L) resp. for all u ∈ D(L) there are rw ∈ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χw
resp. su ∈ (k〈X〉#k[Γ])
χ
Nu
u with rw ≺L [w] resp. su ≺L [u]
Nu such that [w]−rw resp. [u]
Nu−
su is skew-primitive modulo the relations ≺-smaller than [w] resp. [u]
Nu, i.e.,
∆([w]− rw)− ([w]− rw)⊗ 1−gw ⊗ ([w]− rw)
∈ k〈X〉#k[Γ]⊗ I[w] + I[w] ⊗ k〈X〉#k[Γ],
∆([u]Nu − su)− ([u]
Nu − su)⊗ 1−g
Nu
u ⊗ ([u]
Nu − su)
∈ k〈X〉#k[Γ]⊗ I[u]Nu + I[u]Nu ⊗ k〈X〉#k[Γ].
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Remark 5.5.
1. If the conjecture is true, then one could investigate from the list of braidings in [19]
where a free paramter λw resp. µu occurs in the lifting, without knowing rw resp. su
explicitly.
2. To determine the generators of the ideal I explicitly, i.e., to find rw resp. su, it is
crucial to know which relations of I are redundant. The redundant relations are
detected as described in [23].
3. In general rw resp. su is not necessarily in k[Γ], like it was the case in [7]; see Lemma
5.6 (2b),(3b) below or the liftings in the following sections.
At first we lift the root vector relations of x1, . . . , xθ and the Serre relations in gen-
eral. Note that for these relations our Conjecture 5.4 is true. We denote the images of
[xrixj ], [xix
r
j ] ∈ k〈X〉 (r ≥ 1) of the algebra map k〈X〉 → A, xi 7→ ai by [a
r
iaj], [aia
r
j ]:
Lemma 5.6. Let A be a lifting of B(V ) with braiding matrix (qij) and Cartan matrix (aij).
Further let 1 ≤ i < j ≤ θ and Ni := ordqii. We may assume qii 6= 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ θ.
(1) We have
aNii = µi(1− g
Ni
i ).
Moreover, if qNiji 6= 1, then a
Ni
i = 0. Especially, if qii = −1 and qji 6= ±1, then a
2
i = 0.
(2) (a) If qijqji = q
aij
ii , Ni > 1− aij, then[
a
1−aij
i aj
]
= λi1−aij j(1− g
1−aij
i gj).
Moreover, if
(
qii qij
qji qjj
)
6=
(
qii q
−(1−aij )
ii
qii q
−(1−aij )
ii
)
, then [a
1−aij
i aj ] = 0; in particular the
latter claim holds if qjj = −1 and q
1−aij
ii 6= −1 (e.g., Ni is odd).
(b) If Ni = 1− aij, then [
aNii aj
]
= µi(1− q
Ni
ij )aj .
(3) (a) If qijqji = q
aji
jj , Nj > 1− aji, then[
aia
1−aji
j
]
= λ
ij
1−aji (1− gig
1−aji
j ).
Moreover, if
(
qii qij
qji qjj
)
6=
(
q
−(1−aji)
jj qjj
q
−(1−aji)
jj qjj
)
, then [aia
1−aji
j ] = 0; in particular the
latter claim holds if qii = −1 and q
1−aji
jj 6= −1 (e.g., Nj is odd).
(b) If Nj = 1− aji, then [
aia
Nj
j
]
= µj(q
Nj
ji − 1)aig
Nj
j .
Proof. (1) This is a consequence of Lemma 4.5(1)-(3) and Eq. (5.1).
(2a) and (3a) follow from Lemma 4.5(4)-(6) and Eq. (5.1).
(2b) and (3b) follow from the restricted q-Leibniz formula of Proposition 2.1 and (1)
above: For example[
aia
Nj
j
]
=
[
ai, a
Nj
j
]
q
Nj
ij
=
[
ai, µj(1 − g
Nj
j )
]
q
Nj
ij
= µj
(
(1 − q
Nj
ij )ai − (1 − q
Nj
ij q
Nj
ji )aig
Nj
j
)
.
Now either µj = 0 or q
Nj
ij = 1 by (1), from where the claim follows.
From now on let θ = 2, i.e., B(V ) is of rank 2.
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5.2 Lifting of B(V ) with Cartan matrix A1 × A1
Let B(V ) be a finite-dimensional Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix (aij) = ( 2 00 2 ) of type
A1 ×A1, i.e., the braiding matrix (qij) fulfills
q12q21 = 1,
since we may suppose that ordqii ≥ 2 [15, Sect. 2], especially qii 6= 1. The Dynkin diagram
is ❡ ❡
q r with q := q11 and r := q22. Then the Nichols algebra is given by
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x2], x
N1
1 , x
N2
2
)
with basis {xr22 x
r1
1 | 0 ≤ ri < Ni} where Ni = ordqii ≥ 2 [18]. It is well-known [3] that any
lifting A is of the form
A ∼= (T (V )#k[Γ])/
(
[x1x2]− λ12(1− g12), x
N1
1 − µ1(1− g
N1
1 ),
xN22 − µ2(1− g
N2
2 )
)
with basis {xr22 x
r1
1 g | 0 ≤ ri < Ni, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA = N1N2 · |Γ|; the statement for the
basis is proven in [23].
5.3 Lifting of B(V ) with Cartan matrix A2
Let B(V ) be a Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix (aij) =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
of type A2, i.e., the
braiding matrix (qij) fulfills
q12q21 = q
−1
11 or q11 = −1, and q12q21 = q
−1
22 or q22 = −1.
The Nichols algebras are given explicitly in [17]. As mentioned above, it is crucial to know
the redundant relations for the computation of the liftings. Therefore we give the ideals
without redundant relations which are detected in [23]:
Proposition 5.7 (Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix A2). The finite-dimensional Nichols
algebras B(V ) with Cartan matrix of type A2 are exactly the following:
(1) ❡ ❡
q q−1 q (Cartan type A2). Let q12q21 = q
−1
11 = q
−1
22 .
(a) If q11 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
x21, [x1x2]
2, x22
)
with basis {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 | 0 ≤ r2, r12, r1 < 2} and dimkB(V ) = 2
3 = 8.
(b) If N := ordq11 ≥ 3, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2], [x1x2x2], x
N
1 , [x1x2]
N , xN2
)
with basis {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 | 0 ≤ r2, r12, r1 < N} and dimk B(V ) = N
3.
(2) ❡ ❡
q q−1 −1. If q12q21 = q
−1
11 , N := ordq11 ≥ 3, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2], x
N
1 , x
2
2
)
with basis {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 | 0 ≤ r1 < N, 0 ≤ r2, r12 < 2} and dimk B(V ) = 4N .
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(3) ❡ ❡
−1 q−1 q. If q11 = −1, q12q21 = q
−1
22 , N := ordq22 ≥ 3, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x2x2], x
2
1, x
N
2
)
with basis {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 | 0 ≤ r2 < N, 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 2} and dimk B(V ) = 4N .
(4) ❡ ❡
−1 q −1. If q11 = q22 = −1, N := ordq12q21 ≥ 3, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
x21, [x1x2]
N , x22
)
with basis {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 | 0 ≤ r2, r1 < 2, 0 ≤ r12 < N} and dimkB(V ) = 4N .
Remark 5.8. The Nichols algebras of Proposition 5.7 all have the PBW basis [L] =
{x1, [x1x2], x2}, and (1) resp. (2)-(4) form the standard Weyl equivalence class of row 2
resp. 3 in [15, 18, Figure 1], where the latter is not of Cartan type. They build up the tree
type T2 of [17].
Theorem 5.9 (Liftings of B(V ) with Cartan matrix A2). For any lifting A of B(V ) as
in Proposition 5.7, we have
A ∼= (T (V )#k[Γ])/I,
where I is specified as follows:
(1) ❡ ❡
q q−1 q (Cartan type A2). Let q12q21 = q
−1
11 = q
−1
22 .
(a) If q11 = −1, then I is generated by
x21 − µ1(1− g
2
1),
[x1x2]
2 − 4µ1q21x
2
2 − µ12(1− g
2
12),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2, r12, r1 < 2, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA = 2
3 · |Γ| = 8 · |Γ|.
(b) If ordq11 = 3, then I is generated by, see [10],
[x1x1x2]− λ112(1− g112), x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x2x2]− λ122(1− g122), [x1x2]
3 + (1− q11)q11λ112[x1x2x2]
− µ1(1− q11)
3x32 − µ12(1− g
3
12),
x32 − µ2(1− g
3
2).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2, r12, r1 < 3, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA = 3
3 ·|Γ| = 27·|Γ|.
(c) If N := ordq11 ≥ 4, then I is generated by, see [5],
[x1x1x2], x
N
1 − µ1(1− g
N
1 ),
[x1x2x2], [x1x2]
N − µ1(q11 − 1)
Nq
N(N−1)
2
21 x
N
2 − µ12(1− g
N
12),
xN2 − µ2(1− g
N
2 ).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2, r12, r1 < N, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA = N
3 · |Γ|.
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(2) ❡ ❡
q q−1 −1. Let q12q21 = q
−1
11 , q22 = −1.
(a) If 4 6= N := ordq11 ≥ 3, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2], x
N
1 − µ1(1− g
N
1 ),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < N, 0 ≤ r2, r12 < 2, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA =
22N · |Γ| = 4N · |Γ|.
(b) If ordq11 = 4, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2]− λ112(1− g112), x
4
1 − µ1(1− g
4
1),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < 4, 0 ≤ r2, r12 < 2, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA =
224 · |Γ| = 16 · |Γ|.
(3) ❡ ❡
−1 q−1 q. Let q11 = −1, q12q21 = q
−1
22 .
(a) If 4 6= N := ordq22 ≥ 3, then I is generated by
[x1x2x2], x
2
1 − µ1(1− g
2
1),
xN2 − µ2(1− g
N
2 ).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2 < N, 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 2, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA =
22N · |Γ| = 4N · |Γ|.
(b) If ordq22 = 4, then I is generated by
[x1x2x2]− λ122(1− g122), x
2
1 − µ1(1− g
2
1),
x42 − µ2(1− g
4
2).
A basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2 < 4, 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 2, g ∈ Γ} and dimkA =
224 · |Γ| = 16 · |Γ|.
(4) ❡ ❡
−1 q −1. Let q11 = q22 = −1 and N := ordq12q21 ≥ 3.
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
x21 − µ1(1− g
2
1),
[x1x2]
N − µ12(1− g
N
12),
x22.
(b) If q12 = ±1, then I is generated by
x21,
[x1x2]
N − µ12(1− g
N
12),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
In both cases a basis is {xr22 [x1x2]
r12xr11 g | 0 ≤ r2, r1 < 2, 0 ≤ r12 < N, g ∈ Γ} and
dimkA = 2
2N · |Γ| = 4N · |Γ|.
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Proof. At first we show that in each case (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is a pointed Hopf algebra with
coradical k[Γ] and claimed basis and dimension such that gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I) ∼= B(V )#k[Γ].
Then we show that a lifting A is necessarily of this form.
• (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is a Hopf algebra: We show that in every case I is generated by skew-
primitive elements, thus I is a Hopf ideal. The elements xNii − µi(1− g
Ni
i ) and [x1x1x2]−
λ112(1− g112) are skew-primitive if q12q21 = q
−1
11 by Lemma 4.2. So we have a Hopf ideal in
(2) and (3).
For the elements [x1x2]
N12 − d12 we argue as follows: In (1a) we directly calculate that
[x1x2]
2 − 4µ1q21x
2
2 ∈ P
χ212
g212
. (1b),(1c) is treated in [10, 5].
For (4a): By induction on N (the induction basis N = 2 is Lemma 5.6(2b))
[x1(x1x2)
N−1] = µ1
(N−2∏
i=0
(1− qi+212 q
i
21)
)
x2[x1x2]
N−2.
Further q12,12 = q12q21 is of orderN and q
2
21 = 1 (or µ1 = 0), we have q
N
12q
N−2
21 = (q12q21)
r = 1
and thus [x1(x1x2)
N−1] = 0. Hence [x1x2]
N is skew-primitive by Lemma 4.3(1).
(4b) works in a similar way because of q212 = 1: Again by induction (the induction basis
N = 2 is Lemma 5.6(3b))
[(x1x2)
N−1x2] = µ2
(N−2∏
i=0
(1− qi+212 q
i+2
21 )
)
[x1x2]
N−2x1g
2
2,
which is 0 since (q12q21)
N = qN12,12 = 1. Now [x1x2]
N is skew-primitive by Lemma 4.3(2).
• The statement on the basis and dimension of (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is proven in [23].
• The algebra k[Γ] embeds in (T (V )#k[Γ])/I and the coradical of the latter is
((T (V )#k[Γ])/I)0 = k[Γ] [26, Lem. 5.5.1], so (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is pointed.
• We consider the Hopf algebra map
T (V )#k[Γ]→ gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I)
which maps xi onto the residue class of xi in the homogeneous component of degree 1,
namely ((T (V )#k[Γ])/I)1/k[Γ]. It is surjective, since (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is generated as an
algebra by x1, x2 and Γ. Further it factorizes to
B(V )#k[Γ]
∼
→ gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I).
This is a direct argument looking at the coradical filtration as in [3, Cor. 5.3]: all equations
of I are of the form [w] − cw, [u]
Nu − du with cw, du ∈ k[Γ] = ((T (V )#k[Γ])/I)0, hence
[w] = 0, [u]Nu = 0 in gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I). The latter surjective Hopf algebra map must be
an isomorphism because the dimensions coincide.
• The other way round, let A be a lifting of B(V ) with ai ∈ P
χi
gi
as in the beginning of
this chapter. We consider the Hopf algebra map
T (V )#k[Γ]→ A
which takes xi to ai and g to g. It is surjective since A is generated by a1, a2 and Γ [3,
Lem. 2.2]. We have to check whether this map factorizes to
(T (V )#k[Γ])/I
∼
→ A.
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Then we are done since the dimension implies that this is an isomorphism.
But this means we have to check that the relations of I hold in A: By Lemma 5.6 the
relations concerning the elements aNii , [a1a1a2] and [a1a2a2] are of the right form. We are
left to check those for [a1a2]
N12 , which appear in (1) and (4):
In (1a) we have [a1a2]
2 − 4µ1q21a
2
2 ∈ P
χ212
g212
like before. Now since q21,12 = q
2
12 6= −1 = q11
or q212,2 = q
2
12 6= q12, and q
2
1,12 = q
2
12 6= q12 or q
2
12,2 = q
2
12 6= −1 = q22 (otherwise we get
the contradiction q12 = 1 and q
2
12 = −1), we have [a1a2]
2 = 4µ1q21a
2
2 + µ12(1 − g
2
12) by
Lemma 5.2(2). (1b),(1c) work in the same way; see [10, 5]. For (4): As shown before
[a1a2]
N ∈ P
χN12
gN12
. Again we deduce from Lemma 5.2(2) that [a1a2]
N = µ12(1− g
N
12).
Remark 5.10. The Conjecture 5.4 is true in the situation of Theorem 5.9: the rw of
the non-redundant relations [w] − cw are 0 (r112 = r122 = 0 if the Serre relations are not
redundant) and s12 ∈ k[Γ] in (1), otherwise su = 0 if [u]
Nu − du is not redundant.
5.4 Lifting of B(V ) with Cartan matrix B2
In this section we lift some of the Nichols algebras of standard type with associated Cartan
matrix
(
2 −3
−1 2
)
of type B2 (in the next Section also of non-standard type B2). At first
we recall the Nichols algebras (see [17]), but again we give the ideals without redundant
relations [23]:
Proposition 5.11 (Nichols algebras with Cartan matrix B2). The following finite-dimensional
Nichols algebras B(V ) of standard type with braiding matrix (qij) and Cartan matrix of
type B2 are represented as follows:
(1) ❡ ❡
q q−2 q
2
(Cartan type B2). Let q12q21 = q
−2
11 = q
−1
22 and N := ordq11.
(a) If N = 3, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x2x2], x
3
1, [x1x1x2]
3, [x1x2]
3, x32
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12, r112, r2 < 3
}
and dimk B(V ) =
34 = 81.
(b) If N = 4, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x1x2], x
4
1, [x1x1x2]
2, [x1x2]
4, x22
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 4, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2
}
and
dimk B(V ) = 2
2 · 42 = 64.
(c) If N ≥ 5 is odd, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x1x2], [x1x2x2], x
N
1 , [x1x1x2]
N , [x1x2]
N , xN2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12, r112, r2 < N
}
and dimk B(V ) =
N4.
(d) If N ≥ 6 is even, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x1x2], [x1x2x2], x
N
1 , [x1x1x2]
N
2 , [x1x2]
N , x
N
2
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < N, 0 ≤ r2, r112 <
N
2
}
and
dimk B(V ) =
N4
4
.
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(2) ❡ ❡
q q−2 −1, ❡ ❡
−q−1 q2 −1. Let q12q21 = q
−2
11 , q22 = −1 and N := ordq11.
(a) If N = 3, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1, [x1x2]
6, x22
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1 < 3, 0 ≤ r12 < 6, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2
}
and dimkB(V ) = 72.
(b) If N ≥ 5 (N = 4 is (1b)), then for N ′ := ord(−q−111 )
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x1x2], x
N
1 , [x1x2]
N ′ , x22
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1 < N, 0 ≤ r12 < N
′, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2
}
and dimkB(V ) = 4NN
′.
(3) ❡ ❡
ζ q−1 q, ❡ ❡
ζ ζ−1q ζq
−1
. Let ordq11 = 3, q12q21 = q
−1
22 and N := ordq22.
(a) If N = 2, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1, [x1x1x2]
6, x22
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 3, 0 ≤ r2 < 2, 0 ≤ r112 < 6
}
and dimkB(V ) = 108.
(b) If N ≥ 4 (N = 3 is (1) or Proposition 5.7(1)), then for N ′ := ordq11q
−1
22
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x2x2], x
3
1, [x1x1x2]
N ′, xN2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 3, 0 ≤ r2 < N, 0 ≤ r112 < N
′
}
and dimkB(V ) = 9NN
′.
(4) ❡ ❡
ζ −ζ −1, ❡ ❡
ζ−1−ζ−1−1. Let ordq11 = 3, q12q21 = −q11, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1, x
2
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2
}
and
dimkA = 36.
Remark 5.12. The Nichols algebras of Proposition 5.11 all have the PBW basis [L] =
{x2, [x1x2], [x1x1x2], x1}, and (1)-(4) form the standard Weyl equivalence classes of row 4-7
in [15, 18, Figure 1], where the rows 5-7 are not of Cartan type. They build up the tree
type T3 of [17].
Theorem 5.13 (Liftings of B(V ) with Cartan matrix B2). For any lifting A of B(V ) as
in Proposition 5.11, we have
A ∼= (T (V )#k[Γ])/I,
where I is specified as follows:
(1) ❡ ❡
q q−2 q
2
(Cartan type B2). Let q12q21 = q
−2
11 = q
−1
22 .
(a) If ordq11 = 4 and q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x1x2], x
4
1 − µ1(1− g
4
1),
[x1x1x2]
2,
[x1x2]
4 − µ12(1− g
4
12),
x22.
21
(b) If ordq11 = 4 and q12 = ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x1x2], x
4
1 − µ1(1− g
4
1),
[x1x1x2]
2 − 8q11µ1x
2
2 − µ112(1− g
2
112),
[x1x2]
4 − 16µ1x
4
2 + 4µ112q11x
2
2 − µ12(1− g
4
12),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
In both (a) and (b) dimkA = 2
242 · |Γ| = 128 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 4, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2, g ∈ Γ
}
.
(2) ❡ ❡
q q−2 −1, ❡ ❡
−q−1 q2 −1. Let q12q21 = q
−2
11 , q22 = −1.
(a) If ordq11 = 3 and q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x2]
6 − µ12(1− g
6
12),
x22.
(b) If ordq11 = 3 and q12 = −1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1,
[x1x2]
6 − µ12(1− g
6
12),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
(c) If ordq11 = 3 and q12 = 1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2] + 3µ1(1− q11)x
2
2 − λ11212(1− g11212),
x31 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x2]
6 − s12 − µ12(1− g
6
12),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2),
where
s12 := −3µ2
{
(λ11212(1− q11) + 9µ1µ2q11)[x1x2]
2x1g
2
2
− q11(λ11212(1− q11) + 9µ1µ2q11)[x1x2][x1x1x2]g
2
2
+ (λ211212q
2
11 + 3µ1µ2λ11212(1− q
2
11)− 9µ
2
1µ
2
2)g
6
1g
6
2
+ 3µ1µ2(λ11212(1− q
2
11)− 3µ1µ2)g
3
1g
6
2
+ λ11212(3µ1µ2(q11 − 1) + λ11212)g
3
1g
4
2
− 9µ21µ
2
2g
6
2
+ 3µ1µ2(λ11212(q11 − 1)− 9µ1µ2q11)g
4
2
+ q11(λ
2
11212 − 6µ1µ2λ11212(1− q11)− 27µ
2
1µ
2
2q11)g
2
2
}
.
In (a),(b),(c) dimkA = 72 · |Γ|. and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < 3, 0 ≤ r12 < 6, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2, g ∈ Γ
}
.
22
(d) Let N := ordq11 > 4 (N = 4 is (1)), and q12 6= ±1. Denote
N ′ := ord(−q−111 ) =

2N, if N odd,
N/2, if N even and N/2 odd,
N, if N,N/2 even.
Then I is generated by
[x1x1x1x2], x
N
1 − µ1(1− g
N
1 ),
[x1x2]
N ′ − µ12(1− g
N ′
12 ),
x22.
It is dimkA = 4NN
′ · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < N, 0 ≤ r12 < N
′, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2, g ∈ Γ
}
.
(3) ❡ ❡
ζ q−1 q, ❡ ❡
ζ ζ−1q ζq
−1
. Let ordq11 = 3, q12q21 = q
−1
22 .
(a) If q22 = −1 and q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x1x2]
6 − µ112(1− g
6
112)
x22.
(b) If q22 = −1 and q12 = 1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1,
[x1x1x2]
6 − µ112(1− g
6
112)
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
(c) If q22 = −1 and q12 = −1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2] + 4µ2x
3
1g
2
2 − λ11212(1− g
3
1g
2
2),
x31 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x1x2]
6 − s112 − µ112(1− g
6
112)
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2),
where
s112 := −2µ1
{
2(−λ11212 + 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)x2[x1x1x2]
3g31g
2
2
+ 2(λ11212 − 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)[x1x2]
2[x1x1x2]
2g31g
2
2
+ 2(λ211212 − 8µ1µ2λ11212 + 16µ
2
1µ
2
2)q11(1− q11)[x1x2][x1x1x2]g
6
1g
4
2
+ 8µ1µ2(λ11212 − 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)[x1x2][x1x1x2]g
3
1g
4
2
+ 2λ11212(−λ11212 + 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)[x1x2][x1x1x2]g
3
1g
2
2
+ 2(−λ311212 + 6µ1µ2λ
2
11212 − 16µ
2
1µ
2
2λ11212 + 16µ
3
1µ
3
2)g
12
1 g
6
2
+ (−λ311212 + 12µ1µ2λ
2
11212 − 48µ
2
1µ
2
2λ11212 + 64µ
3
1µ
3
2)q11(1− q11)g
9
1g
6
2
+ 10µ1µ2(−λ
2
11212 + 8µ1µ2λ11212 − 16µ
2
1µ
2
2)g
6
1g
6
2
+ 2(λ311212 − 7µ1µ2λ
2
11212 + 8µ
2
1µ
2
2λ11212 + 16µ
3
1µ
3
2)g
6
1g
4
2
+ 16µ21µ
2
2(λ11212 − 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)g
3
1g
6
2
+ 8µ1µ2λ11212(−λ11212 + 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)g
3
1g
4
2
+ 32µ31µ
3
2g
6
2
23
+ λ211212(λ11212 − 4µ1µ2)q11(1− q11)g
3
1g
2
2
+ 32µ21µ
2
2(−λ11212 + µ1µ2)g
4
2
+ 4µ1µ2(3λ
2
11212 − 8µ1µ2λ11212 + 8µ
2
1µ
2
2)g
2
2
}
In (a),(b),(c) dimkA = 108 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 3, 0 ≤ r2 < 2, 0 ≤ r112 < 6, g ∈ Γ
}
.
(4) ❡ ❡
ζ −ζ −1, ❡ ❡
ζ−1−ζ−1−1. Let ordq11 = 3, q12q21 = −q11 of order 6, q22 = −1.
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
x22.
(b) If q12 = 1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
3
1,
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
(c) If q12 = −1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2]− µ2(1 + q11)x
3
1g
2
2 − λ11212(1− g11212),
x31 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
In (a),(b),(c) dimkA = 36 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r12 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r112 < 2, g ∈ Γ
}
.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.9.
• (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is a Hopf algebra, since I is generated by skew-primitive elements: Again
the elements xNii −µi(1−g
Ni
i ) and [x1x1x1x2]−λ1112(1−g1112) are skew-primitive if q12q21 =
q−211 by Lemma 4.2.
(1a) By Lemma 4.3(1) [x1x2]
4 ∈ P
χ412
g412
and hence also [x1x2]
4 − µ12(1 − g
4
12) ∈ P
χ412
g412
. A
direct computation yields [x1x1x2]
2 ∈ P
χ2112
g2112
.
(1b) Again direct computation shows that [x1x1x2]
2 − 8q11µ1x
2
2 − µ112(1 − g
2
112) and
[x1x2]
4 − 16µ1x
4
2 + 4µ112q11x
2
2 − µ12(1 − g
4
12) are skew primitive; we used the computer
algebra system FELIX [9].
(2a) We have [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ11212
g11212
by Lemma 4.4(2). Further [x1x2]
6 ∈ P
χ612
g612
by
Lemma 4.3(1).
(2b) Again [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ11212
g11212
by Lemma 4.4(2) and a direct computation yields
[x1x2]
6 − µ12(1− g
6
12) ∈ P
χ612
g612
.
(2c) Using FELIX we get that all elements are skew-primitive.
(2d) This is again Lemma 4.3(1).
(3a) and (3b): [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ11212
g11212
by Lemma 4.4(1). Straightforward calculation
shows that [x1x1x2]
6 − µ112(1− g
6
112) ∈ P
χ6112
g6112
; here again we used FELIX.
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(3c) is computed using FELIX.
(4a) and (4b): [x1x1x2x1x2] ∈ P
χ11212
g11212
by Lemma 4.4(1).
(4c) Looking at the coproduct computed in Lemma 4.4(1) we deduce that the element
[x1x1x2x1x2]−µ2(1+ q11)x
3
1g
2
2 and hence [x1x1x2x1x2]−µ2(1+ q11)x
3
1g
2
2−λ11212(1− g11212)
is skew-primitive.
• The statement on the basis and dimension of (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is proven in [23].
• (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is pointed by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.9.
• The surjective Hopf algebra map as given in the proof of Theorem 5.9
T (V )#k[Γ]→ gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I)
factorizes to an isomorphism B(V )#k[Γ]
∼
→ gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I) : Again we look at the
coradical filtration. All equations of I are of the form [w]− cw, [u]
Nu − du with cw resp. du
of lower degree in gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I), hence [w] = 0, [u]Nu = 0 in gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I).
• Like before, for a lifting A we have to check whether the surjective Hopf algebra map
T (V )#k[Γ]→ A
which takes xi to ai and g to g factorizes to
(T (V )#k[Γ])/I
∼
→ A.
By Lemma 5.6 the relations concerning the elements aNii and [a1a1a1a2] are of the
right form. We deduce from Lemma 5.2 that the relations also hold in A: this is just
combinatorics on the braiding matrices which we want to demonstrate for the following.
(1a) We have χ2112 6= ε by Lemma 5.2(2a), since q
2
1,112 = q
2
12 6= 1. Further P
χ2112
g2112
=
0 by Lemma 5.2(2b): Suppose q421q
2
22 = q21, q
4
12q
2
22 = q12, then q
3
21 = q
3
12 = 1, which
contradicts q12q21 = q
−2
11 = −1; also if q
4
11q
2
12 = q12, q
4
11q
2
21 = q21, then q12 = q21 = 1, again a
contradiction to q12q21 = q
−2
11 = −1. Hence [a1a1a2]
2 = 0. The other cases work in exactly
the same manner.
Remark 5.14. The Conjecture 5.4 is true in the above cases. Further note that in (2c)
s12 /∈ k[Γ] and in (3c) s112 /∈ k[Γ].
Further we want to note the cases not treated in the theorem above:
1. The case (1) when 5 6= N := ordq11 ≥ 3 is odd is treated in [10], and the case N = 5
in [11].
2. There is no general method for (1) in the case N := ordq11 ≥ 6 is even. Here
ordq22 = ordq
2
11 =
N
2
.
3. There is no general method for (2d) in the case q12 = ±1.
4. There is no general method for (3) in the case N := ordq22 ≥ 4. The case N = 3 is
(1) of the theorem above or (1) of Theorem 5.9.
5.5 Lifting of B(V ) of non-standard type
In this section we want to lift some of the Nichols algebras of the Weyl equivalence classes
of rows 8 and 9 of [15, 18, Figure 1] which are not of standard type, namely for ordζ = 12
we lift
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❡ ❡
−ζ−2−ζ3 −ζ
2
, ❡ ❡
−ζ−2ζ−1 −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ2 −ζ −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ3 ζ −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ3−ζ−1−1
of row 8, and
❡ ❡
−ζ2 ζ3 −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ−1−ζ3 −1
of row 9. Again, at first we give a nice presentation of the ideal cancelling the redundant
relations of the ideals given in [17]:
Proposition 5.15 (Nichols algebras of rows 8 and 9). The following finite-dimensional
Nichols algebras B(V ) with braiding matrix (qij) of rows 8 and 9 of [15, 18, Figure 1] are
represented as follows: Let ζ ∈ k×, ordζ = 12.
(1) ❡ ❡
−ζ−2−ζ3 −ζ
2
. Let q11 = −ζ
−2, q12q21 = −ζ
3, q22 = −ζ
2, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x2]−
1
2
q11q12(q12q21 − q11)(1− q12q21)[x1x2]
2, x31, x
3
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2x2]
r122 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r2 < 3, 0 ≤ r112, r122 <
2, 0 ≤ r12 < 4
}
and dimk B(V ) = 144.
(2) ❡ ❡
−ζ−2ζ−1 −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ2 −ζ −1. Let q11 = −ζ
2, q12q21 = −ζ, q22 = −1, or q11 = −ζ
−2,
q12q21 = ζ
−1, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2], x
3
1, x
2
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2x1x2]
r11212 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r112 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r11212 <
2, 0 ≤ r12 < 4
}
and dimk B(V ) = 144.
(3) ❡ ❡
−ζ3 ζ −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ3−ζ−1−1. Let q11 = −ζ
3, q12q21 = ζ, q22 = −1, or q11 = −ζ
3, q12q21 =
−ζ−1, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
4
1, x
2
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112 [x1x1x1x2]
r1112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1 < 4, 0 ≤ r12, r112 <
3, 0 ≤ r2, r1112 < 2} and dimk B(V ) = 144.
(4) ❡ ❡
−ζ2 ζ3 −1. Let q11 = −ζ
2, q12q21 = ζ
3, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2], x
3
1, [x1x2]
12, x22
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2x1x2]
r11212 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1, r112 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r11212 <
2, 0 ≤ r12 < 12
}
and dimk B(V ) = 432.
(5) ❡ ❡
−ζ−1−ζ3 −1. Let q11 = −ζ
−1, q12q21 = −ζ
3, q22 = −1, then
B(V ) = T (V )/
(
[x1x1x1x1x2], [x1x1x2x1x2], x
12
1 , x
2
2
)
with basis
{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112 [x1x1x1x2]
r1112xr11 | 0 ≤ r1 < 12, 0 ≤ r12, r112 <
3, 0 ≤ r2, r1112 < 2
}
and dimkB(V ) = 432.
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Remark 5.16. The Nichols algebras of Proposition 5.15 have different PBW bases, also
if they are in the same Weyl equivalence class. They build up the tree types T4, T5 and T7
of [17].
Theorem 5.17 (Liftings of B(V ) of rows 8 and 9). For any lifting A of B(V ) as in
Proposition 5.15, we have
A ∼= (T (V )#k[Γ])/I,
where I is specified as follows: Let ζ ∈ k×, ordζ = 12.
(1) ❡ ❡
−ζ−2−ζ3 −ζ
2
. Let q11 = −ζ
−2, q12q21 = −ζ
3, q22 = −ζ
2.
(a) If q312 6= 1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x2]−
1
2
q11q12(q12q21 − q11)(1− q12q21)[x1x2]
2,
x31 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
x32.
(b) If q312 = 1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x2]−
1
2
q11q12(q12q21 − q11)(1− q12q21)[x1x2]
2,
x31,
x32 − µ2(1− g
3
2).
In (a),(b) dimkA = 144 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2x2]
r122 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r2 < 3,
0 ≤ r112, r122 < 2, 0 ≤ r12 < 4, g ∈ Γ
}
.
(2) ❡ ❡
−ζ−2ζ−1 −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ2 −ζ −1. Let q11 = −ζ
2, q12q21 = −ζ, q22 = −1, or q11 = −ζ
−2,
q12q21 = ζ
−1, q22 = −1.
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2], x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
x22.
(b) If q12 = ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2] + µ2q12(q11q12q21 + q12q21 − 1)[x1x1x2]x
2
1g
2
2,
x31,
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
In (a),(b) dimkA = 144 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2x1x2]
r11212 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r112 < 3,
0 ≤ r2, r11212 < 2, 0 ≤ r12 < 4, g ∈ Γ
}
.
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(3) ❡ ❡
−ζ3 ζ −1, ❡ ❡
−ζ3−ζ−1−1. Let q11 = −ζ
3, q12q21 = ζ, q22 = −1, or q11 = −ζ
3, q12q21 =
−ζ−1, q22 = −1 .
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
4
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
x22.
(b) If q12 = ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2]− µ2q12(q11 + 2q
2
12q
2
21 − q12q21)x
3
1g
2
2,
x41,
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
In (a),(b) dimkA = 144 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112 [x1x1x1x2]
r1112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < 4,
0 ≤ r12, r112 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r1112 < 2, g ∈ Γ}.
(4) ❡ ❡
−ζ2 ζ3 −1. Let q11 = −ζ
2, q12q21 = ζ
3, q22 = −1.
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2], x
3
1 − µ1(1− g
3
1),
[x1x2]
12 − µ12(1− g
12
12),
x22.
It is dimkA = 432 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2x1x2]
r11212 [x1x1x2]
r112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1, r112 < 3,
0 ≤ r2, r11212 < 2, 0 ≤ r12 < 12, g ∈ Γ
}
(b) (incomplete) q12 = ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x2x1x2x1x2] + q122µ2(q12q21 + 1)[x1x1x2]x
2
1g
2
2,
x31,
[x1x2]
12 − d12,
x22 − µ2(1− g
2
1).
(5) ❡ ❡
−ζ−1−ζ3 −1. Let q11 = −ζ
−1, q12q21 = −ζ
3, q22 = −1.
(a) If q12 6= ±1, then I is generated by
[x1x1x1x1x2], x
12
1 − µ1(1− g
12
1 ),
[x1x1x2x1x2], x
2
2.
(b) If q12 = ±1, then I is generated by:
[x1x1x1x1x2], x
12
1 − µ1(1− g
12
1 ),
[x1x1x2x1x2] + 2µ2q12x
3
1g
2
2, x
2
2 − µ2(1− g
2
2).
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In (a),(b) dimkA = 432 · |Γ| and a basis is{
xr22 [x1x2]
r12 [x1x1x2]
r112 [x1x1x1x2]
r1112xr11 g | 0 ≤ r1 < 12,
0 ≤ r12, r112 < 3, 0 ≤ r2, r1112 < 2, g ∈ Γ
}
.
Proof. We argue exactly as in the proofs of Theorem 5.9 and 5.13.
• (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is a Hopf algebra, since I is generated by skew-primitive elements: The
elements xNii −µi(1−g
Ni
i ) and [x1x1x1x1x2]−λ11112(1−g11112) are skew-primitive if q12q21 =
q−211 by Lemma 4.2. For the elements [x1x1x2x1x2]− c11212 and [x1x1x2x1x2x1x2]− c1121212
we use Lemma 4.4 and for [x1x2]
N12 − d12 Lemma 4.3(1). Further in (1) [x1x1x2x2] −
1
2
q11q12(q12q21 − q11)(1− q12q21)[x1x2]
2 is skew-primitive by a straightforward calculation.
• The statement on the basis and dimension of (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is proven in [23].
• (T (V )#k[Γ])/I is pointed and gr((T (V )#k[Γ])/I) ∼= B(V )#k[Γ] by the same arguments
as in the proofs of Theorems 5.9 and 5.13.
• Also in the same way, the surjective Hopf algebra map T (V )#k[Γ]→ A factorizes to an
isomorphism
(T (V )#k[Γ])/I
∼
→ A
by Lemma 5.6 and 5.2, doing the combinatorics on the braiding matrices.
Remark 5.18. The Conjecture 5.4 is true in the above cases. Further note that in (1)
r1122 /∈ k[Γ] (as well as r1122 6= 0 in B(V )), in (2b) r1121212 /∈ k[Γ], in (3b) r11212 /∈ k[Γ], in
(4b) r1121212 /∈ k[Γ] and in (5b) r11212 /∈ k[Γ].
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